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Abstract

We present the results from X-ray studies of the newly discovered black hole candidate MAXI
J1305−704 based on Suzaku and Swift observations in the low/hard and high/soft states, respectively.
The long Suzaku observation shows two types of clear absorption dips, both of which recur on a interval
of 9.74 ± 0.04 hours, which we identify with the orbital period. There is also partially ionized absorption
in the non-dip (persistent) emission in both the high/soft state and, very unusually, the low/hard state.
However, this absorption (in both states) has substantially lower ionization than that seen in other high
inclination systems, where the material forms a homogeneous disk wind. Here instead the absorption is
most probably associated with clumpy, compact structures associated with the dipping material, which
we see uniquely in this source likely because we view it at a very large inclination angle. The disk radius
inferred from the data in the high/soft state is significantly smaller than that of the soft component seen
in the low/hard state, supporting models where the disk is truncated at low luminosities.
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1. Introduction

MAXI J1305−704 is an X-ray transient discovered on
2012 April 9 (Sato et al. 2012) with MAXI/GSC (Mat-
suoka et al. 2009). Morihana et al. (2013) monitored
its spectrum using MAXI and suggested that the source
is likely a black hole X-ray binary. Swift/XRT detected
strong ionized absorption lines, likely originated from the
disk wind (Miller et al. 2012). Chandra/HETG discov-
ered complex absorption feature around 1 keV, which can
be reproduced by ionized iron-L absorption lines (Miller
et al. 2013).

To investigate the detailed properties of the accretion
flow, dips, and ionized absorbers in a low mass accretion
rate, we observed MAXI J1305−704 during the low/hard
state with Suzaku in 2012 July. We also analyzed the
data obtained in the Swift/XRT observation from 2012

April 19 to 21 in the high/soft state (Miller et al. 2012)
to compare with the Suzaku results. We refer the readers
to Shidatsu et al. (2013) for details.

2. Suzaku Light Curve and Dip Feature

The Suzaku light curves exhibit two dipping features
with different mean hardness ratios (≈5–10 for the softer
ones and ≈20–30 for the harder ones; hereafter we call
“shallow dips” and “deep dips”, respectively). We find
that each dip recurrently occurs with a period of 9.74
± 0.04 hours1 , which likely corresponds to the orbital

period. We derive the binary size as ≈ 3× 106M
1/3
tot4 km

from the Kepler’s third law, where Mtot4 is the assumed
total mass of the binary system in the unit of 4M�.

*1 We note, however, that the durations of the deep and shallow
dips are not precisely constant, and thus their intervals are
slightly different event by event.
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Fig. 1. The Suzaku light curves in 0.7–2 keV and 2–10 keV, and their
ratio in 128 sec binning, from the top to bottom.

3. Modeling Time-averaged X-ray Spectra
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Fig. 2. The time-averaged Suzaku spectra in the non-dip, shallow dip,
and deep dip periods during low/hard state, compared with the
Swift/XRT non-dip spectrum in the high/soft state. The best-fit
model of each spectrum is also plotted.

The time-averaged non-dip Suzaku spectrum in the
low/hard state is roughly characterized by a power-law
component extended up to 130 keV with a photon in-
dex of ≈1.6, while the non-dip Swift/XRT spectrum in
the high/soft state is described by an multi-color disk
component (Mitsuda et al. 1984) with an inner temper-
ature of ≈1.0 keV. We detect ionized absorption fea-
tures both in the low/hard and high/soft spectra. To
analyze these absorption features, we create multiplica-
tive photoionized absorption models with XSTAR ver-
sion 2.2.1bk. We assume that the ionized absorber has
the solar abundances and that its turbulent velocity is
300 km s−1, and employ the best-fit continuum models

of Suzaku and Swift data for the incident spectra. The
best-fit parameters obtained from the absorption models
are shown in Table 1, and the spectra and best-fit models
are plotted in Figure 2. The Suzaku spectra in the deep
and shallow dip phases are reproduced with the same
continuum model as the non-dip spectrum and with ion-
ized absorbers with larger column densities and smaller
ionization parameters.

Table 1. Properties of ionized absorber2

Parameter Swift Suzaku
non-dip non-dip deep dip shallow dip

LX (erg s−1) 8.1 × 1036 1.3 × 1036 1.3 × 1036 1.3 × 1036

NH (1022 cm−2) 5.1+3.8
−2.8

0.6 ± 0.1 14.4 ± 0.6 6.6+0.5
−0.4

log ξ 2.9+0.5
−0.2

2.18 ± 0.04 1.90 ± 0.07 1.79 ± 0.07

R (105 km) 22 140 11 32

We estimate the distances of the absorbers from the
X-ray source (R) using the definition of the ionization pa-
rameter, ξ = LX/(nHR

2) = LX/(NHR)×∆R/R (where
nH, NH, LX and ∆R represent the hydrogen number
density and column density, incident luminosity in the
1–1000 Ry range, and the length of the absorber, respec-
tively). Assuming ∆R/R = 1, we obtain R ≈ 1.4 × 107

km and R ≈ 2.2× 106 km for the absorbers detected in
the Suzaku and Swift non-dip data, respectively. These
radii are more than an order of magnitude larger than
predicted values for thermally driven disk winds in black
hole X-ray binaries (R ∼ 105 km; e.g., Begelman et al.
1983; Woods et al. 1996). Moreover, they are comparable
to or even larger than the binary size (see above). Hence,
if the ionized absorbers of MAXI J1305−704 are located
on the disk, ∆R/R should be much less than 1. The ab-
sorbers in the deep and shallow dips have comparable R
values to those seen in the non-dip spectra. These prop-
erties suggest that the absorbers in MAXI J1305−704 are
originated from compact structures like those responsi-
ble for the dips, rather than a typical disk wind, which
would be widely extended in the radial direction (i.e.,
∆R/R ∼ 1). The Chandra/HETG high resolution re-
sults (Miller et al. 2013) are also consistent with that
the ionized absorber has a clumpy structure.
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*2 Blue shifts are not detected in any spectra (90 % upper limits
are ≈2000–6000 km/s).
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